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EvolutionS2Sa

CDplayerapart
ultimately
setthistop-of-thellne
Superbdynamiccapabilities

he days of the dedicatdd single purpose {isc-spinner
are almost over except at the affordable end ofthe
market, but it's a different story at the high end. The
525 is a modular disc player which is available in
various forms, all of which have two things in common: they
all say Ikell on the front panel and they're all reassuringly almost ruinously - expensive.
The subjecthere is the 525a, the suffix indicating that it's a
CD-only player.There is also an audio transport version - the
525t - and a DVD-capableplayer called the 525v.Thesetwo
yersioits are limited to a digital output and are intended for
use with an outboard D/A converte4 or streamed through an
external system.
The 525a has an S,zPDIFdigital output as standard, alongside
balanced and single-edged analogue outputs, though any D,/A
converter it is used with will have an analogue output by
definition. The next version upstream is the 525v, a DVD
playe4 though it will also cope with compact disc. Finally,
there is the all-singing, all-dancing 525av which can also be
used as a CD player. CD replay is the baselineability of any
version of the 525s, which is also a universal player and
includes SACD in the mix, with all audio and video options
(standard-definitionfor now). That said, a Blu-ray player the 555 - is in the works. Naturally the 525av is rather more
expensivesti[,, at f74,298.
This test coversthe baselineCD-only model, the 525a.
With the existing models, each can be converted or upgraded
to senior models from the list above.Unlessand until you
do, many of the front panel conffols, which serve all the
different 525 versions,are redundant and won't be of any
use to you.
As is its wont, I0ell describesthe 525a as being suitable
for reference-calibreplaybadl and it comesequippedwith a
CAST output - Itell's high-performance proprietary analogue
interface that can be matched to *re CAST input found on a
number of the brand's upmarket amplifiers.
An impressively machined fuIl function remote control is
included with the playe4 similar to those supplied with older
Ikell players. The front panel of the remote is festooned with a
complete set of user controls,.which has the perhaps
unintended effect of making the player look intimidatingly
busy at first sight.
A good-quality and comprehensiveblue dot-matrix display
is also included and the disCtranspon has an impressively
smooth-running slot loading mechanism.Naturally the
player will cope with all the standard variations on the
Red Booktheme: CD-VCD,zRW 4BkWAVfiles and
MP3 compilations using either of the
(re)writable media.
Apply the can-openerto break inside the
superbly presentedcaseand you will find
a I0ell multi-section linear PSU rather than a
switching power supply which is fed from
a high-capacity torroidal trarsformer.
CD conversionis performed by one
24-bit/I92Efz DAC per channel, avoiding
the usual current-to-voltageconversionstage,
which, using the Ikell CASTtopology reduces

the number of voltage gain stagesfor a complete system to
one. In the absence of a CAST-equippedamplifier, the player
was used with balanced connections, (wittr Nordost Valhalla
wires), but from previous experience the CAST interface
works extremely well, with no tradeoffs other than cost.
This is Iftell's top-of-theJine CD playe4 inhabiting a rarefied
price areg for which the end user is entitled to demand
something truly special. And the Evolution 525a certainly is
that. We have had some experience with an earlier flagship
model, the fabulous KPS25,a class-leaderin its day. Its aural
character was quite different; powerful and muscula5 with
tremendous resolving power, very much Ikell house qualities.

SOUI{DQUALITY
The Evolution 525a has an incredibly powerful and
architectural bass, and its midband and treble resolving power
is simply in a class of its ovrn, but there is none of the warmth
and slight softnessof the earlier model. The 525a gets to the
heart of a musical argument with laser-likeprecision but
without even a hint of the harshness that could be an issue
with previous player generations.
But it's the 525a's dynamics capabilities that really set this
player apart. Full scale orchesffal material is reproduced with
passion.Orchestralbassesare layered so that each
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Xmgerinstrumental group has its ovrrnidentity preserved and this is in
the context of what sounds for all the world like a fully formed,
three dimensional sound field.
Human voice at best has a ravishing beauty that at times
(and not so rarely either) causesthe hairs on the back of the
neck to stand on end and you will be left in no doubt that the
piano is a truly percussive instrument. And yet there is an
underpinning warmth and grace here that tells you that this is
a performer of rare pedigreewhose musical performance
comesfrom the heart, and is in no sensejust another
mechanical copy CD replay has truly come a long way
AlvinGold
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